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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we give a combinatorial proof of a result of A. Bjorner that 
the number of trees on n vertices with k inversions equals the number with k 
externally active edges. This is done by exhibiting a bijection between these 
two sets. 
Let the edges of the complete graph K, be linearly ordered and let T be a 
subtree of K,. An edge e E K, - T that completes a cycle when adjoined to 
T is said to be externally active in T if it is the minimum edge in the cycle it 
completes. Let s(T) be the number of edges externally active in T and 
E,(t) = CT P, where the sum is over spanning trees of K,. It can be shown 
(see Tutte [4]) that E,(t) does not depend on the ordering of the edges of K, 
(although, for a particular T, E(T) of course does). 
Let v be a vertex of T, and define an inversion of T with respect to v to be 
an ordered pair (x, y) such that x > y and x lies in the path from v to y. For 
example, in the tree in Fig. 1, there are three inversions with respect to vertex 
8, namely, (8, 3), (8, 5) and (12, 10). Let z*(T) be the number of inversions 
of T with respect to v. 
By an inversion of T, we mean an inversion of T with respect to the 
minimum vertex. The tree in Fig. 1 has one inversion, namely, (12, IO). Let 
r(r) be the number of inversions of T and In(t) = CT fcT), where the sum is 
over spanning trees of K,. 
Bjtirner [2] discovered the identity 
In(f) = E”(t) (1) 
which says that, for each k, the number of trees on [n] = { 1,2,..., n} with k 
inversions equals the number of spanning trees of K, with k externally active 
edges. Bjorner obtained (1) by combining the identity C,(t) = t”-‘I?,,(1 + t) 
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(which he found by applying results of [I]) with the identity C,(t) = 
t”-‘I,(1 + t) of Gessel and Wang [3], where C,(t) is the enumerator for 
connected graphs on [n] by number of edges. 
The main result of this paper is a combinatorial proof of (1) by means of 
an explicit bijection rp between trees on [n] such that (for a certain fixed 
ordering of the edges of K,) z(T) = E(~)(T)) for every tree T. This bijection 
will be exhibited in Section 3. 
2. A PERMUTATION OF TREE LABELS 
In this section we define a permutation CJ of the labels of the vertices of a 
labeled tree. This permutation will be used in Section 3 to obtain the 
bijection described above, although it may well be of independent interest. 
Let T be a labeled tree on n vertices, where the set 9 of labels consists of 
distinct, but not necessarily consecutive, integers. Let r be a vertex of T. 
Then define o(T, r) to be the labeled tree that is obtained from T by 
changing each x to U(X), where 
1 
min{v]uEiiPandv>x} if x<r 
u(x) = min{u ( v E Y} if x=r 
X if x > r. 
For example, if T is the tree in Fig. 2, then a(T, 11) is the tree in Fig. 3. 
The mapping CJ has a predictable effect on the number of inversions of T, 
as shown by: 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a labeled tree (labels not necessarily consecutive) 
and let r be a vertex of T. Then z(u(T, r)) = z,(T) - o+.(r) + 1, where w&r) is 
the rank of r in the set of labels of T. 
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Proo$ Inversions of T with respect to r fall into two classes: those that 
involve r and those that do not. We will consider each class separately. 
Let (u, w) be a pair of vertices of T, where u, w  # r. Since a(r) = min,,,x, 
a(v) lies in a path in a(T, r) from the vertex of minimum label to a(w) iff o 
lies in a path in T from r to w. Furthermore, u does not change the relative 
order of u and w, so u(u) > u(w) iff u > w. Thus, (u(u), u(w)) is an inversion 
of u(T, r) iff (u, w) is an inversion of T with respect to r. 
Now consider the q.(r) - 1 inversions of T with respect to r of the form 
(r, w), r > w. Such pairs are taken by u to pairs (minXp4”x, u(w)), which are 
not inversions of u(T, r). Hence there are I+ - 1 fewer inversions of 
u(T, r) than there 
complete. I 
are inversions of T with respect to r, and the proof is 
FIGURE 3 
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3. A TREE BIJECTION 
In this section, we will use the permutation cr to construct the promised 
bijection.>We let the edges of K, be ordered lexicographically by their vertex 
pairs (i, j) with i < j. 
If T is a labeled tree (labels not necessarily consecutive) with minimum 
vertex m, let Ti (i = 1, I) be the set of subtrees at m (that is, the subtrees of T 
obtained by deleting vertex m), and suppose they are connected to m by 
edges (m, ri) (i = 1, I). We define a labeled tree map recursively as follows: 
T if 1 V(7) = 1 
P(u(T,, r,)) U ... U yl(W’,, r,>> U (m, r,) U -.. U (m, r,) 
if 1 V(7)/ > 1. 
Roughly, this means that we disconnect the subtrees at the minimum vertex 
m, permute the labels in each, replace each subtree by its image under p, and 
reconnect them to m. 
We wish to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let the edges of K, be ordered lexicographically as described 
above. Then rp is a bijection between trees on [n] such that for each tree T, 
the number l(T) of inversions of T equals the number e@(T)) of externally 
active edges of q(T). 
Before proving the theorem, we give an example. If T is the tree in Fig. 4, 
then ~(7) is the tree in Fig. 5. There are seven inversions of T, namely, 
(8,6), (7,4), (7,2), (4,2), (7, 5), (7, 3) and (5, 3); and there are seven exter- 
nally active edges of (o(T), namely, (1, 2), (1, 3), (1,4), (1, 5), (1, 6), (2, 3) 
and (2,4). 
As another example, it is interesting to note that q is the identity map on 
trees with no inversions. 







LEMMA 2. Let the edges of K, be ordered lexicographically, and let S be 
a subtree of K, with minimum vertex m. Let Si (i = 1, j) be the set of 
subtrees of S at m and suppose they are connected to m by edges (m, ri). If Si 
has hi externally active edges (i = 1, j), then S has xi= ,{h, + osi(ri) - 1) 
externally active edges. 
Proof. In determining which edges are externally active in S, there are 
three types of edges to consider: edges between vertices of the same subtree 
of S, edges between vertices of different subtrees and edges incident with 
vertex m. 
An edge (xi, yr) not in Si but with both endpoints in the same subtree Si is 
externally active in S iff it is externally active in S,, since it completes the 
same cycle in S as in Si. 
An edge between vertices of different subtrees, (xi, yj) with xi E Si and 
yj E Sj (i # j), is not externally active in S since the cycle it completes in S 
includes edges of S that are incident with m and therefore precede (xi, yj) in 
the lexicographic ordering. 
Finally, an edge (m, xi) with xi E Si is externally active in S iff xi < ri. 
For each i = 1, j, there are ws,(ri) - 1 such edges. Therefore, each subtree Si 
contributes hi + ws,(ri) - 1 to the number of externally active edges of S. I 
Proof of the Theorem. We claim that if T is a subtree of K, then z(T) = 
E((P(~‘)). Our proof is by induction on the number of vertices of T. 
The claim is trivially true when ) V(T)1 = 1, so suppose 1 V(r)1 > 1. Let Ti 
(i = 1,l) be the subtrees of T at the minimum vertex m and suppose that they 
are connected to m by edges (m, ri) (i = 1,l). 
All inversions of T are of the form (xi, y,), where xi and yi are in the same 
subtree Ti. Let k, be the number of inversions of T that involve pairs of 
vertices of Ti (i = 1,l). It is easy to see that ki = zr,(Ti) and that Cf= I k, = 
~(13. By Lemma 1, l(o(T,, ri)) = ki - wT,(ri) + 1. 
By the inductive hypothesis, q(o(Ti, ri)) has k, - mTi(ri) + 1 externally 
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active edges. From Lemma 2, with Si = (o(a(T,, ri)), it follows that o(T) has 
~~~m~~ - WT,(ri) + I] + ori - 1 } = I(T) externally active edges, as 
It is easy to check that ~0 is a bijection between trees on [n], with q -’ 




if ] V(T)] = 1 
o-‘W’V’,), r&J -se Vu-‘(q-i(T,), r,)U(m, r,)U .a. U(m, r,), 
where a-‘(T, r) is the permutation of the labels of the vertices of T that 
changes label x to label o-‘(x), where 
o-‘(x)= max{v]vE49andv<x) 
I 
r if x = min v 
oeY 
if Tfiiz v < x Q r 
X if x > r. 
This completes the proof. I 
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